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BB22

“An unbeatable mix of chic and cosy, BB22 is the
perfect home-from-home. Pretty rooms, lovely
terrace, perfect location, plus friendly staff with great
recommendations.”
The Telegraph, June 2009
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Ensconced in the very heart of the
centro storico of vibrant and eclectic
Palermo is BB22 - a haven of understated
sophistication, tranquillity and relaxed
atmosphere. This 15th century palazzo
was lovingly restored over three years by
its chic Milanese owner who has created
PRI VATE TRAVEL CONSULTA NT
a charming and luxurious boutique
B&B from which guests can explore this
magical city.
An attractive and stylish mix of
contemporary with antique has been
incorporated to create seven individually
designed rooms. Each is spacious and
decorated with great flair and originality
and each has its own name such as
Bergamotto and Mandarino. Fantastic
lighting imbues the natural and soft
colours used in each room – grey, beige
and taupe – and all sorts of details have
been used to enhance the character of
each room be it colourful rugs, gilt-framed
mirrors or pretty bedside tables. Two
of the rooms have their own terraces
on which one can relax with a book
after a day’s exploration of the city on
foot. Bathrooms are equally stylish and
individual and the Orangerie Suite boasts
a fabulous egg-shaped bathtub by Matteo
Thun set in the middle of the room.
The breakfast room also serves as the bar
where guests can enjoy aperitivi in this
lovely home-from-home atmosphere and
there is a charming adjoining roof terrace
where one can lounge on sofas and enjoy
the view across the rooftops. Breakfast
comprises fresh juice and fresh Sicilian
coffee (the best!) together with delicious
Sicilian pastries and fruit salad which sets
one up for exploring the many delights
of Palermo. BB22 is excellently located
so one can explore easily on foot and
nearby are lots of fabulous restaurants
ranging from very local and simple
trattorie to more sophisticated and refined
restaurants.
BB22 is so quiet and calm that it’s hard
to remember one is the centre of busy
and frenetic Palermo! Stepping into this
haven is a joy and the staff are extremely
friendly and helpful and will assist with all
kinds of information regarding restaurant
reservations, museum openings and
much more. BB22 cannot be too highly
recommended and is a unique find in what
Merrion regards as one of Italy’s most
fascinating, exciting and captivating cities!
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Information
Service:
• Bed & Breakfast
Accommodation:
• 1 Double Standard Room
VATE
TRAVEL
• 5PRI
Double
Deluxe
Rooms CONSULTA NT
Facilities:
• Bar
• LCD TV in every room
• air conditioning & heating
• WiFi, internet point
• Minibar
• Parking
• Luggage hold
• Tourist guide on request
• Airport transfers
Activities & Local Interest:
• The joys of Palermo with all its historic
sites, markets & shops
• Beach at Mondello
Airport:
• Palermo Punta Raisi 40mins

